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ABSTRACT

We report the masses of B and D sectors heavy-flavoured mesons obtained

by using our recently developed meson wave function employing potential

model approach with linear confinement term in potential as parent in the

perturbation method. As the wave-function involves infinite Airy's

polynomial series, in carrying out the mass calculation, to avoid

divergences, we have introduced some cut-off parameter for inter-quark

separation. Our results for ground state masses of heavy-flavoured B and D

sector mesons are reasonably closer to the PDG masses.



INTRODUCTION

• For the past couple of decades formulation of phenomenological model has

proved to be very effective and reliable tool to understand, the salient

features of QCD.

• In the infrared(Low energy) regime study of physical properties of hadrons

containing heavy quark is challenging and potential model approach has

proved to be very successful.

• Such model may not be derived directly from fast principle but include its

basic features.



Background and Motivation

• Mesons are quark-antiquark bound system, heavy flavoured mesons consist of

one heavy quark/antiquark (c, b, t) and a light antiquark/quark u,d,s). Weak

decays of heavy-flavoured mesons [1] gives information on the standard model

of electroweak interaction and internal structure of hadrons like weak mixing

angles, CKM matrix elements, exploring CP violation.

• Study of such mesons gives information on QCD at low energy, which is not

directly explorable. Formulation of phenomenological potential models [2] has

proved to be very effective and reliable tool in this regard.

1. N. Isgur and M. B. Wise. Phys. Rev. Lett., 66, 1130(1991).

2. E. Eichten. Third international conference at Vanderbilt university. New Results in High Energy 

Physics, Nashville, Tennessee, March 6-8(1978).



MASSES OF MESONS

This work reports the studies on the masses of Heavy-Flavoured Mesons in Potential

Model approach with Wave Function containing Airy’s Infinite Series.

Masses of B and D sectors heavy-flavoured mesons are obtained by using recently

developed meson wave function obtained in potential model approach with linear

confinement term in potential as parent in the perturbation method.

Airy’s infinite series in potential comes if we take linear term in Cornell potential as

parent and Coulombic term as perturbation.

The Cornell potential is: 



MASSES OF MESONS

The Cornell potential is: 

Meson wave function is obtained from two-body Schrodinger equation by applying

quantum mechanical perturbation technique. With linear confinement term (br) in

potential as parent in perturbation method, the wave function comes out in terms of Airy’s

infinite series.
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MASSES OF MESONS

In the wave function mentioned above, considering only up to the term A2(r) in the

first infinite series, we have calculated meson masses.



MASSES OF MESONS

With the expressions for < H > I have proceeded to calculate pseudoscalar meson

masses. Here, the strong coupling constant αs is take as 0.39 and 0.22 at charm and

bottom mass scale, the value of the confinement parameter b is 0.183 GeV 2 and the

scale factor c in the potential is taken as 1GeV as in our previous cases, to make it

compatible with meson masses in the calculations. The input values for quark masses

are taken from A. K. Rai, B. Patel and P. C. Vinodkumar, Phy. Rev C 78

055202(2008). The masses for pseudoscalar B and D mesonsare taken from PDG.

Now, it is worth mentioning here that the wave function containing infinite Airy’s

polynomial series brings in divergences while carrying out the integrations with

infinite upper limit as in the calculation of different terms involved in < H >. This has

put forward the compulsion to consider some reasonable cut-off to the upper infinite

integration limit. In principle, this cut-off limit should be within the range of size of

hadrons ( 1/Mp , Mp being the hadron mass). In our calculations we fix this cut-off

out from the convergence condition of total wave function obtained through

perturbation technique.
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Our calculated meson masses



CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed formalism for the studies of meson

masses. As the wave function contains infinite Airy series along with

another infinite polynomial series, in the calculation of mass we consider

some truncated series. Also, to avoid divergence arising due to infinite Airy

series in calculations, we here introduce reasonable cut-off to infinite upper

limit of integrations involved.

Our results for ground state masses of heavy-light mesons are closer to the

expectation (PDG masses). However, there is scope of refinement by

considering higher terms in the wave function in the calculation. Also, the

formalism may also be extended to measure masses of higher

spectroscopic states of mesons.

This work is under communication. 
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